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Discovery Request Letter Precedent 


This precedent is a supplement to LawPRO’s September 2005 issue of LawPRO Magazine which focused on e-Discovery.   It is available at www.practicepro.ca/ediscovery.



This document should be adapted to suit your practice and 
the matter it is being used for.  See Note below.



Dear Sirs:

Re: Linobyte Inc.

At our recent case management meeting, Justice Vernon directed the Parties to provide each other with proposed protocols for the discovery of electronic documents.

We have advised the Court that our Client (“LINOBYTE”) believes it can meet a deadline of DATE. To comply with the court’s direction and to facilitate timely production we are pleased to provide you with LINOBYTE’s proposed protocol.

LINOBYTE’s Information Technology and Records units have been consulted in the development of this plan and we believe our proposal to be both reasonable and practicable.  This proposal deals with the identification, preservation, restoration, processing, review and production of e-mail, e-mail attachments,
and other electronic documents such as word processing, spreadsheet, PowerPoint, html, and text files.
While each party must ensure it has conducted its own search for producible documents, we believe it will benefit both parties to attempt to reach agreement, or obtain Court direction, on several critical issues, including:

• the preservation of relevant information;

• the designation of key custodians and their readily identifiable electronic documents;

• the identification of shared server folders to which the designated custodians had access;

• the acceptable scope for the collection of electronic files;

• record culling procedures, including de-duplication, key word search strategies, the determination of relevant date ranges, procedures for dealing with private records, etc.;

• the identification of and agreement as to producible metadata (information available related to e-mails (such as date sent, date received, subject) and other electronic files (such as file name, file type, date last modified); and

• the form of production.

We believe all these items can be resolved at the next case management meeting. We look forward to receipt of your proposed protocol as soon as possible.

PLAINTIFF’S PROPOSAL

LINOBYTE’s electronic documents are of two types:

(1) files that are known to be linked to a designated custodian, because they have been saved in designated user directories on servers, on individual’s hard drives, home and laptop computers
or other personal storage devices or labeled media (“Identifiable Data”);

(2) files that cannot readily be linked to a particular custodian (“Unidentifiable Data”). For example, LINOBYTE servers contain shared folders accessed by hundreds of users including the
designated custodians. These folders are organized by project, not by custodian.

A. IDENTIFICATION PHASE

Identifiable data

LINOBYTE proposes that the parties exchange, by next week, lists of employees and former employees who would be likely to have relevant electronic documents.

LINOBYTE’s Identifiable Data is currently located on:

• two active Microsoft Exchange e-mail servers;

• user “Home Drives”, which are folders located on one of several servers allocated specifically to a user for their personal files. Home Drives will often include e-mail archived by the user and saved in a Microsoft Outlook “PST” file;

• tapes containing disaster/recovery backups of e-mail servers and Home Drives. LINOBYTE has monthly backup tapes of these e-mail servers, on the current technology used by LINOBYTE, available 
back to January 1, 2003. LINOBYTE also has approximately 275 backup tapes on obsolete technology, and which may contain backups of its e-mail servers from March 1998.

• CD-ROMs containing archives of e-mail and Home Drives for some former LINOBYTE users burned upon their departure from LINOBYTE;

• personal computers, home computers, laptops, handhelds, or other electronic storage devices. LINOBYTE expects that there will be few, if any, relevant records in these locations.

LINOBYTE currently estimates that it has approximately 60 GB of reviewable electronic documents. A substantial portion of this data would not be relevant to this litigation and would contain many duplicate files. A substantial portion of this data would consist of large Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.

Unidentifiable data
LINOBYTE estimates that there are approximately 260GB of reviewable Unidentifiable Data. We propose using agreed-upon search terms to assist in the review process.

B. PRESERVATION

LINOBYTE has already put the following in place to preserve relevant information:

(a)	The CEO of LINOBYTE has instructed the IT and Records departments to cease automatic destruction of records until the company can isolate and copy the relevant material.  

(b)	In addition, a letter has been sent to key custodians, including their assistants, directing them not to delete any e-mail or documents in their personal accounts or on the “shared drives.”

(c)	LINOBYTE will capture an image of all drives, such as those on personal computers, laptops, home computers or other storage 

C. COLLECTION PHASE

LINOBYTE proposes to collect Identifiable Data for further processing as follows:

(a) for existing relevant custodians, LINOBYTE intends to copy all Identifiable Data from the active servers and desktops. The e-mail archive folders containing older e-mail will also be included.

(b) for custodians who are former employees, LINOBYTE will, where available, restore the CD-ROMs containing the archive of their e-mail and Home Drives taken at the time of their departure;

(c) although LINOBYTE will preserve the relevant backup tapes from e-mail and file servers, LINOBYTE believes the complete record is available from the active servers.

LINOBYTE’s active Unidentifiable Data will be copied using ordinary file copy tools so that it can be further culled and reviewed.

D. CULLING PHASE

LINOBYTE proposes that, by next month, the parties exchange proposed key word search queries that will then be applied to the Identifiable and Unidentifiable Data of both parties.

LINOBYTE intends to further cull the records produced in the following ways:

• by limiting records related to each custodian to time periods in which that custodian was performing functions that are relevant to the litigation;

• by excluding from searching, review and processing non-document and non-user files, such as program and system files; and

• by “de-duplicating” files across the entire collection, flagging duplicates with a page marker and a cross-reference to the “original.”

E. EXTRACTION AND INDEXING OF DATABASE

In this phase, LINOBYTE’s third party expert will extract full text data of all culled files into a review application, together with available and agreed-to metadata, to facilitate the review process.  

LINOBYTE proposes that the parties exchange by next month proposed lists of metadata to be produced.

F. REVIEW PHASE

Once the database is created, it will be reviewed by counsel for relevance and privilege. Based on LINOBYTE’s estimates of the amount of data involved, we believe this review can be completed in three months.

G. PRODUCTION AND EXCHANGE PHASE

LINOBYTE proposes that its relevant and non-privileged electronic documents be produced in single-page TIFF format, except that producible Excel spreadsheets may be provided in native format.  Producible metadata and images will be provided in tab-delimited or similar text format, as agreed by the parties. LINOBYTE proposes that, by DATE, the parties use their best efforts to reach agreement
as to the form of production.

LINOBYTE is willing to discuss the possibility that the parties may agree to provide each other with access to producible documents via a secure Web repository, in which case the costs of hosting
might be shared.

We look forward to your comments on this proposal before the next meeting.

Yours truly,


PLAINTIFF FIRM



NOTE:  This precedent is provided for your consideration and use when you draft your own document. It is NOT meant to be used “as is”.  Its suitability will depend upon a number of factors, such as the current state of the law and practice in this area of law, your writing style, your needs, and the needs and preferences of your client(s) and the specific matter.  This precedent may need to be modified to correspond to current law and practice.


This precedent was originally drafted by Martin Felsky, Chief Executive Officer with Toronto-based Commonwealth Legal Inc. and Peg Duncan, Project Director in the Department of Justice in Ottawa.

